2002 ford expedition starter

Choose Quality Excellent fit, secure performance, and robust framework are the major qualities
of Bosch's original equipment starter. This replacement product is properly designed to
perform like the We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Ford Expedition Starter. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: NP OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1
- 4 of 4 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When it concerns choosing a
reputable manufacturer for your electrical system's starter, consider Bosch. Feb 09, What a
great find! I have purchased a few items from here and it has been a wonderful experience. Pat
Koloski. Purchased on Jan 01, Jun 05, Perfect parts every time. If you have ever replaced the
starter n a Expedition, you know how difficult it can be. It would be worse if the replacement
was not an exact fit. This product is the second part I have purchased from CarParts, and this
will not be the last. Fred Kraus. Purchased on May 21, May 13, Great price. Mark Moore.
Purchased on Jan 04, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Electricity then flows from
the battery, through the starter relay, and to the starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid
Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter solenoid, you might not know what the
part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an electromechanical device that engages
the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted directly on top of the starter. The Starting
System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while charging, the battery case cannot be
completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for each cell and we had to replenish the
cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine cranks normally but does not start, the
starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two
separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Ford Expedition owners have reported 23 problems related
to starter under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Expedition based on
all problems reported for the Expedition. As my fiance was coming from work the car suddenly
just quit on him while doing 75 mph. He guided the car to the side of the road to a complete
stop. He tried to crank the car again to only hearing a buzzing sound. The first mechanic
thought it was the starter so he changed it out. The vehicle still would not start but kept making
the buzzing sound. The mechanic came out again to see what the issue was told me to change
my relay switch I did still hasn't started up yet. My vehicle has been sitting up for three weeks
now. See all problems of the Ford Expedition. Caught fire after using factory installed remote
starter. A few days prior to the fire, the cruise control stopped working, after the cruise control
stopped working, we received two warning lights on the dash display, service advance trac and
hill decent control fault. I took photos of the dash warning and attempted to schedule a service
appointment with the dealership, however the fire occurred before we could get it serviced. Ford
sent their fire investigators to inspect vehicle, but we never received any explanation for the
cause of the fire or a copy of their findings. The fire not only destroyed the Expedition, but also
caught our attached garage on fire, which caused us to also loose another vehicle along with
the majority of our house hold contents. This fire occurred on an early morning while most of
our family was sleeping. We could have been killed! I have this very same problem. While
vehicle is off the heater blowers will turn on and run battery down. While driving 4x4, washer
lights, power windows, radio, interior lights all turn off and on. Radio works while in park but,
powers down when vehicle is put in gear. Have had issues with water getting in and running
down drivers side. Appears alot of people are having the same issue. Bought the vehicle in just
started having these issues within the past year started out slow but are getting worst and more
frequent. Now my vehicle after jump starting it I hear a electrical noise coming from my starter,
it shuts the car off and kills the battery. The car will only run for ten seconds or so before it
repeats. Summary: water leaked around the left side of windshield causing electrical failures,
including but not limited to the starter, radio, windshield wipers, headlamps, etc. The water
entering the vehicle wet the power distribution box pdb and the generic electronic module gem.
These components control various electrical systems in the vehicle. The vehicle continued to
attempt to start itself without any key in ignition until it resulted in the starter burning up as well
as damaging associated wiring and battery. Vehicle's windshield had to be replaced as was the
starter, associated wiring and battery after vehicle was towed to repair facility. While driving this
Expedition I began noticing strange intermittant electrical behavior like the windshield wipers
not working, radio turning off, windshield wash light blinking, and 4x4 light blinking. Several
times in the middle of the night I'd notice that the headlights would come on on their own. Also
the air ride would turn on and off while the car was off, and the heater fan would also come on.
This would kill the battery. Several times while driving the 4x4 would turn on in the low gear

making it difficult to maneuver. On several occasions the starter would turn on while the car
was already running. I replaced the gem module and had the windshield resealed several times,
but after just a few months the problems would recur. The final nail in the coffin was when the
starter kicked on while running and it took a minute to get the car safely stopped. I could smell
smoke from the burned up starter motor. The Expedition has sat for 1. The radio would turn on
and off without the key in the ignition, the starter tries to start the vehicle without the key in the
ignition. While driving down the road the interior lights flicker and the headlights will turn on
and off randomly. Automatic door locks will not always work. My Ford Expedition began having
severe electrical problems after heavy rains. The starter will cycle when the key is not even in
the ignition, the ac blower remains on when truck is shut off, speedometer fails to work,
transmission shifts roughly, interior lights come on, truck shuts off unexpectedly. Researched
on internet and apparently many Ford trucks made in have similar problems due to leaky
windshields, allowing water to enter fuse boxes. This problem could be very dangerous
particularly the constant cycling of the starter in an unattended truck, and shutting off while
driving. I would imagine engine fires are also a possibility given the range of electrical issues
this is causing. Serious electrical malfunctions consisting of fan blowing without vehicle being
started, radio going on and off, 4x4 light blinking, clicking noises, starter trying to start the
vehicle while already started, popping noises, windows working and not working. Battery being
drained. All this after snowstorm. I have experienced a windshield leak on my Ford Expedition.
This has lead to unwanted electrical activity when the vehicle is unattended. This has included
the radio coming on or the blower motor running and even the starter engaging with the key
removed. I am very concerned about a possible fire!. The contact owns a Ford Expedition. The
contact stated that the main computer, which was housed behind the main fuse box, would
absorb moisture whenever it would rain. The failure caused several failures including the failure
of all of the instrument panel gauges, the vehicle would lock and unlock independently, the
interior lights would illuminate independently, the starter would attempt to engage when the
vehicle was running and when the keys were not in the ignition. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer who made several repairs to no avail. In addition, the main computer was also
replaced b ut the failure persisted and would only recur when it rained. The manufacturer was
not notified of the failure. The current mileage was approximately , The failure mileage was
approximately , I went out to my truck to start it and the radio was on. No keys in ignition.
Starter engages while running in park and neutral. Wipers come on and off no keys in ignition.
Locks and unlocks by itself no keys in ignition. While driving have to put in neutral to roll
window down and up. All this happens when it rains or snows. I posted a complaint earlier and
would like to follow up on it. I had several electrical problems after the rain. This last time
caused my battery to completely die and all of my electrical stopped working. I had aaa come
out and jump start the battery and I let it idle for about 45 min. Until the electrical shop opened.
During the idling I heard a loud noise that sounded very strange and unfamiliar so I jumped in
and when I put it in gear to leave the noise stopped and I continued to the electrical shop. As
soon as I parked and put it in park the noise began again. The guys at the shop heard it and
immediately recognized it as the starter engaging. This was a result of my electric system
malfunctioning. After a whole day of diagnosing where the electrical problem came from, they
found that the main fuse box located inside the vehicle below the drivers side had a lot of
moisture, rust and corrosion on the back side. They were not able to locate where the water is
leaking from because it stopped raining. I am familiar with the windshield seal and the drain
hole of the wiper blade as being the suspected origin of the leak, so as soon as it rains again I
will go back to the shop so they can try and find the leak. It runs fine and seems to be back to
normal. So I would check that fuse box if you're having trouble. The high power fuse box in the
engine compartment was not damaged. I'll update again if I find out where the leak is coming
from. It started off with a beeping, that happened once and a while. I also noticed when the
defroster was turned on black dust like stuff would blow out. Then one day my husband and I
heard the Expedition trying to start. No keys in the ignition, no one in the truck! We were going
to take it to the Ford dealer,but when we started it, it continued to try and turn over. Therefore
my husband had to disconnect the battery again and we had to pay for a truck hauler to take it
to the Ford dealer. While at the dealer we told them it couldn't be started, because of it trying to
turn over, but apparently they did let it run and now we have starter problems. Also they had the
windshield seal replaced, but it still leaks. We will be taking it back to them to have their repairs
repaired. The vehicle would randomly fail to start over a period of 2 months, usually in the
morning. All lights, gauges, radio, and heater would work, but the engine would not crank. After
turning the key times, it would eventually start. One time, nothing worked and had to jump start
the battery. I replaced the battery and 1 week later, it did not turn over again at all, but
everything else was working. I let it sit, and tried it later in the day, of which it started right away.

I took it to the dealer and they tested it. They had the problem happen twice on the first day and
determined the cause to be the starter terminal wiring pigtail was corroded, and they replaced it
with a new one. Events leading up to failure: 1 started with fog light switch not working. Service
attempted to correct leak by leaving windshield in place and providing more sealant. Most
recently, the starter would repeatedly attempt to start the engine randomly after the engine was
started and even while the key was out of the ignition! I don't have VIN with me at this very
moment, but can submit it later. What does oem mean next to the defective elements I've
listed?. My Ford Expedition's windshield wipers and audio system would not function in any
position except park. I took the vehicle in on Jan. I got a call later in the day saying that the
vehicle's wipers and audio system displayed the malfucntion that I had described. I was also
told that there was severe corrsion around some of the eletrical parts. The service tech
suspected a leak but could not tell where the leak was coming from. On Jan. M as he was
preparing for work that the audio system was blasing and the dash board was lit. He attempeted
to start the car, but it wouldn't. He called the dealership at a. M to report the problem. A towing
company was contacted at this time. At approximately 12 noon, my husband attemted to start
the car again. This time it started and my husband drove the vehicle to the dealership. The
"service engine" light remained on, and the vehicle drove "rough". On arrival at the dealership,
a small fire started under the hood of the vehicle. The starter had burned according to the
service tech. The starter was replaced on Feb. The service manager then reported that a leak
was detected, and he suspected that it was coming from the top of the windshield we told them
that we replaced the windshield in July because of a small whole from a rock in the road. We
carried the vehicle back to the glass delearship and had them run a "wet" test with my husband
as a witness. Water did not enter the vehicle through the windshield. As an extra precaution we
had extra sealant placed around the windshield. Upon further investigation, I learned that the
wipers may have a malfunction that causes water to enter the dash after rain or snow. Both
occurances started after rain. Replaced battery, determined all electonic components shorting
out and inoperable: headlights, brake lights, and interior lights goes on and off, wipers work
only intermittently. Dealership was immedietly familliar with problem. Failure attribuited to
leaking windshied and subsequent water leakage on vehicle gem general elecronic module and
fuseblock 3 repairs consisted of replacing winshield, repacing gem module with improved water
resistant variation result of TSB , replaced fuseblock, replaced starter motor. Problems with
some electronic systems persist after repair. Parking brake on Expedition fall to pieces,
replaced both e-brake assemblies. The consumer started using the parking brake since his
driveway contained a slop, until one day when he backed of out of a parking spot, the vehicle
began to make funny noises. The next day the vehicle began to make grinding noises and
started to vibrate badly. The vehicle was towed and the consumer was informed by the dealer
that it was a known problem, but Ford would not fix it for free. The starter was replaced. Parked
vehicle at 12 pm at around 5 pm the vehicle caught on fire. One day prior to the fire the low
washer fluid level light came on. Then the light cluster for the 4 wheel drive flashed a few times.
The day of fire, the vehicle was driven about 14 miles. The sames lights were flashing and then
the odometer stopped working. Took it to local gas station and they said probably a loose wire.
Car started it self and the starter motor kept trying to start the vehicle on its own. Popped hood
and saw lots of sparking and popping. So video taped it as it happened. Fire seemed to come
from the passenger side. Did not use cruise control and so do not know if worked. I have a 98
Expedition, windows roll down, stereo come on heat turns on, all dash panel warning lights
come on and off,the air bag light go on and off,and the wipers and overdrive go on and off ,the
starter tries to start while running it started few years ago on occasion when it would rain now
everytime ,found out the windshield leaks water on the fuse box and some other generic box, I
feel Ford should fix the Expedition its there default look on the internet ,there are lots of other
people with the exact same prob. Please help. While driving windshield wipers and radio
stopped working. When shutting off engine, heater blower blewout cold air full blast, and starter
kept clicking. Vehicle taken to dealer twice, could not remedy problem. Please add further
details. Car Problems. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 1. Starter problem of the Ford
Expedition 2. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 3. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 4.
Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 5. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 6. Starter
problem of the Ford Expedition 7. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition 8. Starter problem of
the Ford Expedition 9. Starter problem of the Ford Expedition Electrical System problems.
Ignition problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. I have an 02 ford
expedition 5. I took it to run a few errands and made 3 or 4 stops to different places. The last
place it wouldn't start. Lights and every thing work but only getting one single click when the
key is turned I believe this is the solenoid on the firewall making the click I Tried to jump it did

not work. I tried to start in neutral and wiggled shift lever no changes. I Tried to tap the starter
but that did nothing. The battery voltage is good. Battery was replaced earlier this year. I
changed the battery cable ends as they were a little loose and I put a charger on the battery. I
turned the crank from the harmonic balancer bolt to see if the engine was seized and it turned. I
don,t want to throw money at this without troubleshooting more. Where should I start now?
Anyone have any ideas what this could be? Cody answered 2 years ago. I used a donor vehicle
to try to jump start it when it first happened and after I had it towed home. Did not start. There
are no codes I checked that also. The battery is new from a few months ago. Two voltage
circuits at starter motor, one comes from battery, hot all the time. The other circuit goes hot
when starter relay is energized. The starter motor should ground through engine block. Use
meter across battery posts, everything off, the generic spec for a full charge is Use digital
multimeter across battery posts, have helper turn key to crank, what is the reading? If it drops
below 9. You could probably use a long shank screwdriver across proper terminals at starter
motor, hopefully the starter motor will crank the engine? If you try that make sure tranny is in
park or neutral and parking brake is set, because your bypassing several things. If you think
problem with starter motor, you can take it off lay it on the ground, hook up jumper cables
properly from charged battery to starter motor, at the least it should kick out the drive gear and
spin. I can only help with testing. I believe I tried to cross over the relay with a screwdriver that
night. If nothing happens when I do that what would you suggest? Thanks for the help! This is
part of diagram for starter system. What you did with screwdriver should have worked, if battery
has a full charge. In the diagram, you can see the fuse, under ignition switch. That's hot with
key in the crank position. The A after tranny range sensor goes to control side of starter relay. I
agree with Ed, if battery down, we're just spinning our wheels. You've been given all the info I
can think of to do testing. You have to do the testing. GuruC62GL answered about a year ago.
Same thing happened with my After spending more money than I will admit to, it was the PCM
relay. And an easy fix after all. My expedition has a no crank no start. I removed a fuse
yesterday and replaced it now nothing. Dash lights up and radios come on and a click from fuse
box. I replaced the starter and battery i I asked a question yesterday regarding my 03 ford
expedition which is a no crank no start serveral people been telling me its the battery but my
battery is good i took it to auto zone and bought a I have ford exoedition xlt with the 4. As i was
bringing it home the motor kept making a knockomg noise also it kept the battery light on and it
said high temp low oil bu I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Expedition
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford
Expedition Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I had to rebuild my 5. Now it wont start. I have replaced the crank and
cam position sensors, I tested all the fuses and fuel relay and pcm relay and pcm diode is new. I
replaced all the wires on the engine wire harness and rang them all out and tested resistancegot. I tested fuel cut off switch and theres power past the switch. I get 12 volts at every coil pack
and injector. I cleaned the ground connections and all are tight. I tested the fuel pressure at the
shrader valve on the fuel rail and got no pressure but the instructions on the fuel guage says
the motor must be running to read any pressure?? I'm lost now and don't know where to look
next. Please help. Bender answered 4 years ago. I had another mechanic double checking all
the steps. Bad or leaky injectors maybe? Edward answered 2 years ago. I know this post is
older, but did you ever figure this out? I'm having a similar issues. I have replaced the crank and
cam position sensors, I tested all the fuses and fuel relay and pcm relay and pcm di The
odometer has dashes all the way across and the theft light isnt blinking. Theft light blinking.
OBD reads "No Link". Odometer reads Shows gas in tank. Think I hear fuel pump prime with key
turned to 1. Took spare down b I am praying someone out there can help me, my vehicle has
been down for a year now and I have had some recent changes that make it imperative I get my
vehicle running! So, i have a Ford Exp I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Expedition question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Expedition Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Closely related to the Lincoln Navigator. When I
turn key no dash lights come on, Im sure alarm still has something to do with it. On my 99

Suburban. Then try starting it again! If you get it started, go to an Auto Zone and get a computer
read out to see if it will tell you what the issue is. Shelton Pinson starfox. Some anti-theft lights
blink by default a small red light near the dash, for example is there to warn off thieves. If this is
some other type of light then disconnect your battery negative first then positive for 30 minutes
and reconnect in reverse order positive then negative. This should reset the computer. You will
loose presets in your radio. Mine does the same thing. I just hit the "unlock" button on my
keychain remote and it starts right up. Ray finklesteen finklesteen. I have a 98 Ford F , and I
hooked up jumper cables to battery. How to reset theft light? So truck will turn over? Sherry L
Watson jasmine2. Turn your key on and let it on unhook your battery for 20 minutes then with
the key still on hook your battery back up. Try unhooking the positive battery cable with the
switch on. Let unhooked for 15 minutes. Than hook cable back up with the key still on. It worked
on my f I use Ford fiesta but used different key to start after but couldn't start then we used the
original key the red light comes on but the car doesn't start. Unhook your positive cable with
the key on for 30 minutes. Check wires under e brake pedal. Left foot wore threw 7 wires cut em
clean. Reconnected wires protected with a pc of carpet rolled around the bundle of wires after.
Fixed my problems. I have a mercury mountaineer I broke the immobilizer ring after my 1yo
flushed my keys and well i didnt realize the immobilizer was even there like a rookie i broke it
replaced it and ignition destroyed old tumbler. So i have original key. Only 1 came with it!!!
Light blinks like crazy will turn over no start. It doesnt stay on for 1 sec let alone 3 when turning
on? Its already been bypassed with a push butten start before i bought it. Ive disconnect and
pulled all kinds of fuses none are blown and relays check out. I found another relay box
underhood passenger side under air filter? Another one under the dash in the middle just above
the gas pedal? Somebody ive already lost enough money spending not working please help. I
have f I had the windshield resealed and then did a reset. I turn the key on and unhooked the
positive battery cable for 30 minutes with the key still on I hooked the cable back up. Leshonda
Gill. I have a mustang five speed.. I lost the key and my boyfriend decided to drill out the
ignition thinking we could start it by pushing it popping the clutch can anyone help me with the
anti-lock system. Try turning your key on and unhooked the positive battery cable for 15
minutes and hook your positive battery cable back up with the key still on. First off the time that
the battery is disconnected keeps getting shirter by 5 mins secondly its a pats security system
issue just turn the key to the on position for about ten mins your problem should go away. I had
the same problem.. I tried every one of these other methods with no luck. Took me a month to
figure it out and luckily I could still start my vehicle and bypass using ignition key by touching
something long and metal, e. A screwdriver, to these 2 bolts under the hood and start it that way
but what a pain everytime I needed to start it.. I finally found this answer in an old forum
somehwere and it worked! Sometimes this can also work by using the door key to first lock the
drivers door then unlock it. I had an 01 expedition with anti-theft light blinking and took it to
dealer to reset. I was told fuel pump was bad. Anti-theft shuts down the fuel pump so they're
idiots. Transponder in on the ignition switch was not reading chip in key so I dug the chip out of
the key and removed transponder from ignition and taped the chip to the transponder and stuck
it up under the dash out of the way. No problem since. Christine Adams. Regena Raymond
daddysbaby I have a Ford Expedition the anti-theft light is blinking. I lost the security chip out of
the key. And I had two other transponder keys made and took it to the Ford Place and they
wiped the computer system playing I guess but they said these keys are programmed to the
truck but the anti-theft light is still blinking and will not start. I took the fuse out for the anti-theft
light still won't start what else can be done. Julian Martinez canttilt. I have a f What should I do?
Pull the positive cable off the batterie n turn on headlights for 30 mins Sorry phone is broken
pcm relay under hood and the 30 amp under the dash n there is I believe two more high amp
fuses under the hood as well to check I believe you can look in the owners manual to be assact.
Turn your key on and unhook the positive battery cable. I have a F Crew Cab Lariat my question
is I did a flush on my radiator I drained 3 quarts of oil and put Lucas Oil the right amount but my
friend had undid my battery the negative side only and then quickly put it back didn't think
nothing of it finish doing the rest of the service on my truck while when I went to turn it on will
not turn on I have power going through everything but there's no power going to the starter but
I had start. Turn your key on and unhook the positive cable,let unhook for minutes, and hook
back up with the key still on. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Truck won't start when
anti-theft light is blinking. How do I reset it? Answer this question I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score Most Helpful
Answer. Try your spare key in case the chip has failed in your primary key. Was this answer
helpful? Score 7. The shift from park to drive back to park worked!!! Shelton Pinson starfox
Rep: 3. Score 2. Blinking theift light want start. Ray finklesteen finklesteen Rep: 13 1. Score 1.
Sherry L Watson jasmine2 Rep: 25 2. I have ford explorer how do I reset the anti thief on it

,please. Score 0. Lost chip for key now won't start. Leshonda Gill Rep: 1. I have a Ford Explorer
and the theft light is flashing rapidly and the car won't start? Whats the unlock code. Christine
Adams Rep: 1. I have a 02 Ford Taurus not getting fire to the switch on the starter. Regena
Raymond daddysbaby Rep: 1. Julian Martinez canttilt Rep: 1. That's for both of you n if not you
need to test to see if there is a short to the pcm. Add your answer rayores will be eternally
grateful. View Statistics:. Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started by warddaman , Dec 26, Log in or
Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Replacing starter Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started
by warddaman , Dec 26, Dec 26, at PM 1. Can anyone tell me how to replace the starter? Dec 26,
at PM 2. Not any more difficult than other vehicles. Disconnect the battery at the battery. Next,
remove the wire off of the starter. Now, remove the 2 bolts from the starter one is out in the
open, the other you need a long extension to access as it is between the block and the starter.
Once both bolts are loose, remove the starter. Installation is the reverse process. The "hard"
part of this is that the exhaust system on some trucks can give you a hard time. Also, getting at
the bolt on top of the starter can be a real pain. I have to place one hand around the starter to
find the bolt and then I use the other hand to move the ratchet into place. I then use the first
hand to guide the socket into place. When installing, I put the ratchet on the top bolt, using the
ratchet to hold the bolt in place. Then you can position the starter near where it needs to go and
be able to look between the flange of the starter and the block and be able to guide the end of
the bolt into the proper hole. Once you get it started, then you can start the other bolt. Dec 27, at
AM 3. Thanks Thermo!! I watched a video on youtube and they said to take off the fan belt and
remove the alternator to get to the starter. I thought that was a little bit excessive. Dec 27, at AM
4. I also recommend removing the wheel well liner. Takes only a couple of minutes and makes
getting to the starter much easier. Takes only a coupl of minutes to put it back on too. Dec 27, at
PM 5. Thanks all!! Since I have shocks to replace on our sunfire it was a win win. Dec 28, at AM
6. Changing a starter is the first thing I ever did by myself when I was 18 on my Chevy Caprice
"Classic" I want another one of those.. It really is an easy job though, just like Thermo described
it. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? When troubleshooting a Ford Expedition for a no-start
condition, the first objective is to determine in which system the failure lies. Looking at the
problem from a technician's point of view is the most expeditious method. A technician will
immediately go for the most common problems first. The possibilities are unlimited when taken
into context--the electrical system, the ignition system, fuel system, computer or components
within its sphere of influence of which there are many , the security system and a mechanical
failure in the engine. Check the starting circuit. The starter must engage the flexplate gears and
rotate the engine in order for it to start. This happens when the key is in the full, forward start
position. If no noise is emitted when the key is in the start position, the problem area has been
located. If this is not the case and the starter operates, the testing procedures for the starter
circuit can be ignored. Lift the hood and inspect the battery for any irregularities such as
corrosion, loose or broken terminals and repair as necessary. If any of the problems to be
covered are found defective, repair and retry the starter. Continue only if the problem has not
been corrected. Check the battery voltage with the voltmeter. Connect the red voltmeter lead to
the positive terminal and the black lead to the negative terminal. The voltage should read If the
voltage is one or more volts lower, the battery is discharged or has a bad cell. Charge the
battery and retest. If the voltage rises to the appropriate numbers, try the starter once more by
having a helper turn the key to start while you watch the voltmeter. If the engine starts or if it
doesn't, the important thing is the reading on the voltmeter when the key is in start. If the
voltage drops to below If the voltage does not drop and the engine starts, check the voltmeter
again. The voltage should now be If the voltage is wrong, replace the alternator. If the battery
voltage is correct and the engine still does not try to start, the starter circuit is at fault. Check
the fuse and the relay in the fuse relay box on the driver's fenderwell. If the fuse and relay are
OK, check the power to the starter solenoid by connecting the voltmeter's black lead to a good
ground and using the red lead to probe the terminal where the large diameter red wire is
attached on the starter solenoid. If there is no voltage, the wire between the solenoid and
battery is bad. If there is voltage, pull the small wire off the solenoid. Probe this wire connector
as the helper turns the key to start. If there is voltage, the starter is bad. If there is no voltage,
the ignition switch is bad. Check to see if there is a computer system failure by turning the key
to the run position with the engine off. Plug the code scanner into the OBD port on the left
underside of the steering column. Press the key marked "Read" and the scanner will display
any failure codes for the faults it has recognized. The code is a letter followed by four numbers.
The letter designates the location and the numbers the fault. Cross-reference the code with the

accompanying code sheet and a description of the fault will be presented. Correct the fault and
try again. Check the fuel system. Open the fuel cap and have the helper cycle the key all the way
on for three seconds and off for four seconds. If the fuel pump cannot be heard, try one more
test for accuracy. Remove the air intake duct to the throttle body. Hold the throttle linkage open.
Squirt a good shot of carburetor cleaner into the intake manifold and retry. If the engine starts
and runs for a few seconds, the fuel pump has failed. If it still does not start, check the ignition.
Pull a spark plug wire off a spark plug. Insert the test spark plug and lay it on the intake or block
where it will be grounded. Have the helper try to start the engine and watch the spark plug. A
good spark indicates a problem internally in the engine. No spark means the ignition system is
at fault. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since
He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a
master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was
an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Step 1 Check the starting circuit. Step 2 Lift the hood and inspect the battery for any
irregularities such as corrosion, loose or broken terminals and repair as necessary. Step 3
Check the battery voltage with the voltmeter. Step 4 Check the fuse and the relay in the fuse
relay box on the driver's fenderwell. Step 5 Check to see if there is a computer system failure by
turning the key to the run position with the engine off. Step 6 Check the fuel system. If your
Ford Expedition won't start, there are a couple of solutions. If you can jump-start the
Expedition, the battery or alternator might be the problem. If a jump-start fails, the starter might
need replacement. Fortunately, replacing the starter is a job that most do-it-yourself mechanics
can accomplish in a couple of hours. Locate the starter on your Ford Expedition. Trace the
positive battery cable until it splits. One branch of the cable will travel to the alternator and the
other will go to the starter, which is about half the size of a football. The starter is made of two
cylindrical pieces joined together, with one cylinder larger than the other. Generally, the starter
is between the engine and the transmission. You can also look under your Expedition as well as
under the air-intake manifold. Use a floor jack and jack stands to raise the Expedition if the
starter is located under the engine. Prop up one side of the frame by the front driver's-side door
with the jack and place a jack stand to support the frame. Repeat the process for the front
passenger side. Make sure all four legs of each jack stand are resting on the ground. Disengage
the negative battery cable on the Expedition. This rules out the chance of electrocution and also
disengages the battery from the cooling fan, which sometimes can turn on even if the vehicle is
turned off. Expose the starter on your Expedition if there are any parts that prevent you from
accessing it. For example, you may need to remove the air-intake manifold on some models and
years of the Expedition. Disconnect the electrical connection tab, which leads to the starter. You
may also have to temporarily push some electrical cables and wiring out of the way so you have
enough working room to remove the starter. If you have difficulty disconnecting the tab, use a
flat screwdriver to gently pry the two pieces apart. Unscrew the copper bolt holding the
electrical wire for the starter in place. This will give you more room to work with for
disconnecting the starter from the engine. Remove the bolts that connect the starter to the
flywheel of the Expedition. If the bolts are extremely tight or stuck, you may need to use a
torque wrench for extra leverage. Usually, there are two bolts holding the starter in place.
However, depending on the model, there may be three bolts. Remove the starter and replace it
with the new one. Secure the starter with the two or three bolts you took out previously. If you
find that you are cranking down on the bolts and forcing them into place, then you may not be
properly aligning the part with the flywheel. If this is happening, unscrew the bolts and reinsert
the starter. Reconnect the electrical connection tab leading to the new starter and reconnect the
negative battery terminal cable. Crank the Expedition to see whether it starts. Reinstall any
parts, such as the air-intake manifold or hoses, that were removed in order to gain access to the
starter. If you had to raise your Expedition on jack stands, then lower it to the ground by using
the reverse of the process you used to raise it in Step 2. David McGuffin is a writer from
Asheville, N. McGuffin is recognized as an Undergraduate Research Scholar for publishing
original research on postmodern music theory and analysis. Items you will need Mechanic's
gloves Socket wrench with adapters Replacement starter Flat screwdriver Floor jack Jack
stands. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Charge Temperature Sensor
Connector. Alternator Adapter Plug. Alternator Pulley. Battery Relay Connector. Camshaft
Position Sensor Interrupter. Canister Vent Solenoid Connector. Coil Boot. Coil Boot Kit.
Computer Chip Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Computer Control Relay Connector.
Crank Position Sensor. Cylinder Head Temperature Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition
Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition Coil Kit. Direct Ignition Coil and Boot
Assembly. EGR Sensor Connector. Electronic Control Unit. Electronic Multi Purpose Gauge.
Electronic Variable Orifice Actuator Connector. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector.

Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector.
Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Interrupter. Engine Management Relay Connector. Engine
Oil Pressure Sensor. Engine Water Pump Relay. Engine Water Pump Relay Connector. Engine
Wiring Harness Relay Connector. Fast Idle Relay Connector. Heated Seat Switch Connector. Idle
Air Control Motor Connector. Idle Air Control Valve Connector. Idle Speed Control Motor
Connector. Idle Speed Control Relay Connector. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit.
Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Coil Set with Spark Plugs. Ignition Control Relay.
Ignition Switch Actuator. Ignition Switch Connector. Ignition Wire Boot Set. Intake Manifold
Heater Relay Connector. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Junction Block Connector. Knock
Sensor. Knock Sensor Connector. Multi Function Module. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark
Plug Boot. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Thread Repair Kit. Spark Plug Wire. Starter Cut-Off Relay
Connector. Starter Cutoff Relay. Starter Motor Control Relay Connector. Starter Motor Relay
Connector. Starter Solenoid. Throttle Control Relay Connector. Throttle Position Sensor
Connector. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid Connector. Vapor
Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Voltage Regulator. Voltage Regulator
Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System.
Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco.
BBB Industries. DIY Solutions. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. WAI Global Starter.
Click to Enlarge. API Starter. Core Price [? Pure Energy Starter. Pure Energy SN Starter. Pure
Energy S Starter. TYC Starter. DIY Solutions Starter. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Remy Starter. Motorcraft Starter. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Notes: Starter - Warranty Remanufactured -- Remanufactured. Features: Recommended for
one- to three-year-old vehicles. Designed to provide 50, cranks. High-efficiency solenoids are
endurance-tested on starters to verify consistent performance. Starter drives are endurance
tested for over 15, cycles. Armature shafts are CNC-machined and precision-ground for
accurate dimensions and smooth finish. Critical dimensions, including static and engaged
pinion positions and pinion chamfer, meet original equipment specifications. Includes durable
bearing seals and high-performance synthetic grease. Show More Show Less. Bosch Starter.
Features: Built for extremes! AC Delco Starter. BBB Industries Starter. Denso Starter. Features:
High-voltage tested armature and field coils to ensure reliable performance Premium copper
terminals to ensure a clean source of electrical current All-new bearings, brushes, and seals
Maximum cranking torque under all conditions Class leaders in size and weight
Environmentally designed to start in cold and hot weather conditions. Notes: Remanufactured
Starter -- 1. Image is not vehicle specific. Driveworks Starter. Powermaster Starter. Notes:
PowerMax Starter -- Standard; ft. Torque; Compression Ratio; 4. Torque; Compression Rate; 4.
WAI Global N. Took 35 minutes, the other came off, this easily went on, and we're cranking
again! Thanks PG. September 26th, Posted by 02 4. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford Expedition.
Catalog: P. Catalog: H. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Ford Expedition. Catalog: A. Catalog: C. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October edited October in Ford. About a week ago I drove it to
see the family a few miles away and when I parked, I decided I was going to move it to a
different location since I was sort of in the way, but all I was getting was a rapid clicking noise
when trying to crank it back up. We brought the battery to Autozone for them to test it and it
was working fine, and then we took off the altenator and brought it end which turned out to be
bad, so after replacing it, it started up and I drove it back home. I then went back a few days
later after not driving it and it cranked right up perfectly and I drove it to visit them again, and
again I tried to crank it because I found out more people were coming and I decided to move the
vehicle again, again I got the exact same thing, where it was making a rapid clicking noise. If
anyone could give me a heads up on what it is and what I should purchase I would greatly
appreciate it, I don't know anything about vehicles and my uncle that is helping me currently
doesn't know alot about this specific thing either. The man we talked to at autozone said he
didn't believe this little relay was bad, and thought it was the starter itself and that I should take
it off and bring it in for them to test, which wouldn't be a problem if it wasn't a 4WD and had all
the extra stuff, my uncle is going out of town for a week and will only have a few hours
tomorrow to help me get it off. If it's just that little relay that needs to be replaced then i'll gladly
go get one tomorrow. Any help would be greatly appreciated! We also checked both relays
inside of autozone with one of the testers and they were both "Open" I think they said, I wasn't
quite aware what they're talking about but if that helps, I figure it wouldnt hurt to add that as
well. If any additional information is needed, i'll gladly try to help by adding whatever is needed
as well. October Alright thanks, i'm not close to the vehicle and will be going later t
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oday, if it's not the cables, are there any other simple fixes that it might be we can try before we
take off the starter to see if it has gone bad? The battery itself was running at about 12v I think
last night and the autozone people fully charged it and checked it saying it was in good working
condition so i'll definitly check the cables when I head over there. I second the vote for the
battery. It isn't charging properly. How old is it? December Had all these issues on my exp and I
check voltage everywhere and tested good. I even pulled the starter and took it for testing and it
passed. Removed all fuses and relays to check for burnt fuses or corroded relays. Checked for
corrosion under cable insulation and checked grounds and found nothing. Turns out the battery
had an internal short and every time a load was needed when the ignition was turned on no
power was leaving the battery. In the future I will test battery with a load tester even if it shows
Sign In or Register to comment.

